
Components of a FLIC training unit
Connections to PC or laptop

FLIC-Trainer connections
(AVT 7000 III)

- backside - 

The computer can 
cause buzzing – 

do not worry. 
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3 m

3 m

8321
(3,5 mm-stereo phone 
leads to Neutrik jack)

8349
(splitter cable)

Important: 
Functions 

'Hidyn' and 'Stereo' 
must be online! 

(pressed buttons 
– highlighted lamps)

headphones socket
(typically green)

microphone socket
(typically red)

Hint:  The necessary sockets can be placed 
at any side of your PC or laptop.



How do you apply the FLIC training method?

1   Low Level Training
The fi rst six to eight weeks you practice using the AT-3000 on a daily basis. It is re-
commended that you write down your initial scores and keep record of your training 
achievements. Try to get as close as possible to the scores of 20-years-olds in the 
process. Continue the training once or twice per week to stabilize your results.

2 + 3  Sounds and syllables
You launch the WPST software within the FLIC launch manager while wearing your 
headset. During your fi rst session you test your ability to repeat six syllables swiftly 
and with as little error as possible. Take note of your average reaction time: Values 
above 1.0 second strongly indicate a training opportunity which the WPST offers for 
all key syllables of the respective language.

4  Words and vocabulary
The Vocabulary Trainer and Orthofi x build up complete word pool (basic word pool: 
Orthofi x > 9,900; Vocabulary Trainer > 1,350, expandable up to 10,000 words) in 
a playful way. One focus of the program is to built-up destinct inner visual images 
representing the precise letter structure of each new word. Whenever uncertain, the 
native speaker writes down two possible spellings of a word and “sees” right away 
which one is the correct one. The FLIC-learner establishes his new word pool in very 
much the same way.

5  Sentences
The Sentence Trainer teaches typical sentence structures using predefi ned sen-
tence modules. Each theme consists of 40 sentences, the subjects being “In the re-
staurant”, “Conversation”, “Travelling”, etc. The grammatical structures of the langu-
age are learned by once again repeatedly speaking in synchrony with a model voice. 
Playfully, the necessary capabilities to handle standard conversation are established 
hereby.
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